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SearchHelp popup window - some sentences are not shown translated

Status
 Closed

Subject
SearchHelp popup window - some sentences are not shown translated

Version
23.x

Category
• Bug

Feature
UI / UX (User interface and experience)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
EdizonTN

Lastmod by
ibrahim mussa

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) ☺

Description
Go to tiki-searchresults.php page and click to SearchHelp link.
In help window, check strings:
Example: wiki and (forum blog) will find objects that contain wiki and forum or that contain wiki and blog in any order.
and
Use double quotes ( " " ) around a phrase to find terms in the exact order, next to each other. Example:"Alex Bell" will not find Bell Alex orAlex G. Bell but Alex Bells.

... doesn't show in other language. Of course, translation strings exist in language.php

Importance
1 low

Easy to solve?
5
Priority
5

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
7901

Created
Friday 29 October, 2021 23:26:02 GMT-0000
by EdizonTN

LastModif
Thursday 25 August, 2022 18:46:37 GMT-0000

Comments

ibrahim mussa 16 Mar 22 11:16 GMT-0000

https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/1400
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No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7901-SearchHelp-popup-window-some-sentences-are-not-shown-translated
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